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       Date: 12 January 2015 

ITB/SEC/29/2014 

Supply of and delivery of Motorbikes for the OSCE Centre in Ashgabat, Turkmenistan 

Clarification Note 1 

 

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe has received requests for clarification from 

potential bidders on Thu 08/01/2015 11:18 with regard to Invitation to Bid No. ITB/SEC/29/2014. 

The OSCE would like to provide the following clarifications: 

 

 

Q1: “Do you require manual to the motorcycle? In what language?”  

A1: Yes, user manuals are necessary, preferably in Russian language. 

Q2: “Please, specify the required tires and wheels for the drive off-road and harsh terrain, size for 

the front and rear wheels, types, construction in you have any preferences re expected.” 

A2: Special tires are not necessary. The tires fitted by the manufacturer are sufficient.  

Q3: “Do you require any additional protection items like special protection frame for engine, drivers, 

etc.?” 

A3: No. 

Q4: “Do you require any additional functionality not mentioned in your request (like ABS, heating for 

he handles, traction control, etc.).”  

A4: No. 

Q5: “Do you require initial instruction to be delivered in form of training together with delivery of 

motorcycles?”  

A5: No. 

Q6: “Do you have any preferences re brand in relation to the available regular servicing and local 

dealers for spare parts and replacements?”  

A6: No. 

Q7: “You mention maximum speed of 120 km per hour. Would you like to have it set by the 

performance of the engine itself (e.g. maximum HP/KW) or limited by electronic device?”  

A7: Whichever limiting-solution is acceptable, but the limiter cannot affect any other features of 

the motorcycle, especially safety features like braking abilities or the overall functioning of the 

motorcycle. 

Q8: “In case of contract award do you need prior signing the contract test a sample motorcycle?”  

A8: No. 

This Clarification Note is dispatched simultaneously to all economic operators known to be 

interested and can be found at the same time uploaded under the relevant procurement notice on 

the OSCE’s web-site at www.osce.org/procurement/tenders. 
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